TRANSPARENCY OF EVIDENCE:
An assessment of government policy proposals May 2015 to May 2016
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1.1 Why look at transparency about evidence?

The need for better use and sharing of the evidence in policymaking is widely acknowledged in policy circles. The 2013 review of the Civil Service Reform Plan made a commitment to "publish more of the evidence base that supports policymaking". The Open Government Action Plan 2016-2018 set out changes to the publishing infrastructure that would support this. This sits alongside wider moves to promote the use of evidence in policymaking, including the What Works centres and the wider What Works national movement led by the Cabinet Office. But it is hard to tell whether those innovations are increasing the use of evidence in policy.

In 2015 the Institute for Government, Sense about Science and the Alliance for Useful Evidence took forward a suggestion by the What Works National Adviser to develop a rapid assessment tool to rate government departments on the use of evidence behind policy decisions. Our approach to doing this was published in the report Show your Workings. It established that in order to evaluate policy evidence and the effectiveness of these initiatives, government’s use of evidence needs to be more transparent: "transparency is a first and necessary step in enabling the quality of a department’s evidence-based decision-making to be judged”.

When the evidence that has been used to justify and shape a policy proposal is transparent:

- The evidence can be evaluated and improved upon.
- The public are better able to understand and engage with the reasoning for policy interventions.
- Further government initiatives and policy evaluation can build on it.

In Show your Workings we set out a draft transparency framework — an approach to testing evidence transparency that could be applied rapidly, did not require subject matter expertise, produced meaningful and consistent results, and allowed comparison between different policy areas and departments. Sense about Science committed to leading an assessment of policy proposals to see how different departments ranked on evidence transparency.

As we embarked on this we became inclined towards an experimental year, to test the framework and identify the range of practices we should be looking at, assisted by discussion with departmental analysts and the Cabinet Office What Works Team. Following the changes in the leadership and machinery of government in July 2016, we decided that the review of the year to May 2016 should aim to identify good and bad practice and that we will instead start rating departments in 2017. This has also enabled us to elaborate on the framework, particularly in the context of early stage announcements.

This report shares what we found. It highlights examples of how transparency about the use of evidence is being achieved and warns of the kinds of practices that will lead to low scores in next year’s assessment.

Both the assessment exercise and the development of the framework have benefited from departments’ responses and clarifications, regular discussion with departmental directors of analysis, and an initial testing exercise involving 21 volunteers from various policy backgrounds. A grant from the Nuffield Foundation supported a dedicated researcher for the assessment and the partnership between Sense about Science, the Institute for Government and the Alliance for Useful Evidence provided oversight and review. In the Next Steps section at the end we set out some further opportunities to discuss these findings and develop the methods for the full review in 2017 and we would welcome further feedback.

---


2 Show your workings: Assessing how the government uses evidence to make policy, Jill Rutter & Jen Gold, October 2015 http://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publications/show-your-workings
1.2 The transparency framework

Put simply, the question we have asked of departments is: could someone outside government see what you’re proposing to do and why? The framework looks at this across the following areas:

**DIAGNOSIS** (The issue that will be addressed)

The document(s) should explain: • what policymakers know about the issue, its causes, effects, and scale.

**PROPOSAL** (The government’s chosen intervention)

The document(s) should explain: • why the government has chosen this intervention • what evidence, if any, that choice is based on • how policymakers have assessed the evidence base, including what has been tried before and whether that worked • whether there are other options and why they have not been chosen • what the government plans to do about any part of the intervention that has not yet been decided upon • what the costs and benefits are estimated to be and the assumptions behind those calculations.

**IMPLEMENTATION** (How the intervention will be introduced and run)

The document(s) should explain: • why this method for delivering the intervention has been chosen • what evidence, if any, that decision is based on • whether there are other methods and if so the reasons for not choosing them • if the way to deliver the intervention is still being decided, what the method is for deciding • what the costs and benefits are estimated to be and the assumptions behind those calculations.

**TESTING AND EVALUATION** (How we will know if the policy has worked)

The document(s) should explain: • any testing that has been or will be done • plans to measure the impact of the policy, and the outcomes that will be measured • plans to evaluate the effects of the policy, including a timetable • plans for using further inputs.

Following a validation exercise with policy volunteers in May 2016, we amended the initial framework, which had a separate section on value for money, to include this under the Proposal and Implementation headings, and expanded the definition of Testing and Evaluation to include whether consultation-stage proposals were transparent about departments’ plans to use the material gathered.3

Although we have not created departmental scores this year, the framework’s scoring ladder was used to look at a sample of policies from each department. The two underlying questions under each heading were:

**Can you tell what evidence has been used?**

**Can you tell how the government has assessed or used this evidence?**

Broadly the score levels were as follows (with some adjustment to suit document types):

- 0 Not sufficiently for level 1.
- 1 Evidence is mentioned with some indication of what it is and how it has been used.
- 2 As in level 1 and the supporting evidence is mostly linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is discussion of how it has been used.
- 3 Supporting evidence is consistently linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is assessment of uncertainties and contradictions in the evidence base.

---

3 The original version of the framework, as published in Show your Workings, is replicated in Appendix 3. The amended version used to generate the findings described here appears in Appendix 2.
1.3 The sample

We defined a policy as a specific intervention to change the status quo — what the public would intuitively think of as a policy and the usual way that policies are presented in announcements. Several policies are sometimes grouped under one initiative such as a ‘strategy’. These are treated as separate policy proposals. Where a proposal has components that share similar evidence propositions, we treated it as a single policy.

The list of policies was assembled by gathering all policy-related documents (consultations, white papers, impact assessments, bills and announcements) from the period and then cross referencing them.

We chose to look at 13 domestic policy departments. We excluded the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Defence and the Department for International Development (DFID) from the assessment because there were no policies that fitted our definition. We note that DFID has been using our draft framework since its publication in October 2015 to reflect on the information contained in its aid reviews.

For this first stage we looked at policies from Whitehall departments. We did not gather policies from the Welsh, Scottish or Northern Irish governments. We are keen to expand the use of the framework and the evidence transparency agenda in the future. We removed policies implemented by executive agencies such as the Environment Agency. This was due to both time constraints and the fact that these bodies are mostly implementing policies set by central departments.

In the year from the 2015 general election to May 2016, we found 593 discrete policy proposals by 13 domestic policy departments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Number of policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet Office</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Business, Innovation and Skills</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Communities and Local Government</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Culture, Media and Sport</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Education</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Transport</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department for Work and Pensions</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Energy and Climate Change</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Health</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM Treasury</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Office</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Justice</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>593</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We assembled the documents available at the point when the government first set out a policy publicly. This is important — this is when the public, parliament and the media first have the chance to assess a new proposal — and when it is important that the government exposes the evidence behind its initial thinking in order to promote informed engagement.

We made some exceptions. Where the first description of a policy was a press release or budget announcement, this was disregarded if another pre-implementation stage document was available. Where an initial announcement indicated a fuller proposal to be published very shortly after, eg the following month, this later document was assessed.

Because of the nature of the assessment — looking at how the public can grasp the basis for a policy when it is first set out — most of the policies we looked at were early stage. Consultations made up around half of the total policy proposals identified and just over half of those reviewed. We noticed that a policy being further down the line of development did not automatically mean it scored higher. However, there were some policies where we judged that it would be an over-application to fully apply the framework and these are explained in the further detail about methods in Appendix 1.
Attempting to assemble a comprehensive list of policies confirmed that gov.uk is extremely limited as a platform for public engagement with policymaking. The "policies" section is a collection of press releases, policy papers, speeches, guidance and other documents under very broad headlines such as "Counter-terrorism", "Tourism" and "Smoking". The image below shows the result of a search for the "What the government’s doing about economic growth in rural areas". There is a collection of documents with no coherence.

We therefore had to create our master list of policies by working through all lists and references that we could find for government documents. Places where we could find policies or clues about their existence included:

- Consultations
- Government bills
- White papers
- Budget and spending review announcements
- Impact assessments
- Announcements on gov.uk and press releases
- Conservative Party Manifesto 2015
- Single departmental plans

From the resulting master list of 593 policies, we selected an initial list of 6-8 per department. These were picked on the basis of departmental priorities, as set out in their single departmental plans, but were also designed to cover the breadth of a department’s work. Where there was a choice between policies — such as multiple policies contained in one strategy — we selected those that the public were most likely to be interested in (a new driving test rather than a small administrative change to the licensing body for example). Finally, we compared the selections to make sure that they were reasonably equivalent for each department. The policies and associated policy documents we assessed are listed by department in Appendix 4.

---

4 We found a similar problem when developing the framework for Show your Workings, see http://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/4545%20IFG%20-%20Showing%20your%20workings%20v8b.pdf p8
The list was shared with departments. A group of volunteer scorers and the steering group and research team then assessed the six policies per department. The resulting scores and comments were reviewed by the research team. From this, we have drawn examples of good and bad practice in evidence transparency.

While the scores have not been collated for an assessment of overall departmental performance, nor moderated to give a final score as they will be in 2017, where it is helpful the kinds of scores achieved by different policies and practices have been indicated.

The assessment process has raised questions to be decided upon next year, such as how best to reflect the breadth of departmental work in the sample. In the spirit of consultation that has informed this project, we will convene a methods review group that will help resolve these issues, and possibly lead to further amendments to the framework. 

A more thorough outlining of how we evaluated transparency of evidence in government can be found in Appendix 1.
1.4 Summary of findings

Readers are reminded that our aim here is to improve use of evidence and engagement with the evidence used in policymaking through **increasing transparency**. Transparency is a prerequisite to assessing quality. This review assesses transparency, not the quality of the evidence used or the merits of the policy. A well-founded policy and a poorly founded policy may both score well for transparency. A transparent evidence base enables a better conversation about the pros and cons of any policy.

Our assessment showed that while there were some examples of very good practice (which shows the standards we are setting are attainable), there were some general shortcomings in departmental approaches to evidence transparency. In particular:

1. **Sharing work done**
   Departments should make available (and clearly reference) the research and reviews that they have conducted to inform a policy, so that the public can understand the rationale for it.

2. **Poor referencing**
   Referencing needs to be more specific and useful. Some policies linked to significant documents, showed clearly which points were referenced to which sources and how these were relevant to the government’s conclusions. Most didn’t. We couldn’t locate guidance on referencing for government documents, which might help.

3. **A clear chain of reasoning**
   People should be able to follow the thinking between Diagnosis, Proposal, Implementation and Testing & Evaluation. The most transparent proposals demonstrated the chain of reasoning as to what the problem was and why the policy was the chosen response, and included discussion about the limitations of the evidence.

4. **Manifesto-derived policy commitments can be transparent**
   Policies that originated in manifesto commitments featured among the best and the worst for transparency. This seems to have been influenced by whether they are concerned with outcomes (ends) or with specific measures to achieve them (means), and whether departments consulted on their development.

5. **Budget announcements**
   Policies announced in the Budget or Autumn Statement were significantly less transparent about the underlying evidence than other policies.

6. **Alternatives**
   There was very little transparency overall about the consideration given to other policy options, even though this is a requirement in impact assessments.

7. **Modelling policy impacts**
   Some departments have found clear and impressive ways to share their modelling and the assumptions behind models.

8. **Testing and evaluation**
   There is a lot of scope to improve the description of plans for testing and evaluation and for what consultations will do with inputs. Few policies scored well on this. Policies with clear testing and evaluation plans tended to be clearer about the evidence for the scope and scale of the issues they were addressing.

Many of the problems raised are easily remedied and if addressed, would make a substantial difference to government’s performance on evidence transparency ahead of next year’s full ranking of departments. This report looks first at findings in relation to the four areas of the transparency framework and then at practices relevant to all parts of the policy proposal.
In the following pages we have set out good and bad examples of transparency against the four sections of the framework and where useful we have indicated how our scorers rated them. The examples are not exhaustive and some of the policies we assessed could have been mentioned under a number of headings, but we have sought to show a range of examples across different areas of policy.

2.1 Diagnosis

The starting point of a robust policy is an understanding of the problem it is trying to address. This helps people understand the need for it and any relevant information they should raise. It also makes it possible to assess whether the policy is likely to have its intended effect, and later whether it has had that effect. Departments should describe what they know about the issue, its causes, effects and scale, and they should set out the sources from which they have drawn that knowledge.

We found some good examples of departments doing this. Policies that were at a very early stage of development still did well where the departments in question had diagnosed the problem transparently and been clear about how the next stages would be developed. For the Department for Transport (DfT)'s policy on New Bus Franchising Powers for Local Authorities, which would be part of the Bus Services Bill, we looked at the very early-stage paper created for its bus reform workshops. This paper had a thorough look at trends in bus use by geographic area. For the mooted franchising policy, it set out principles and different models of franchising appropriate for an early-stage document. It was clear about which points were to be decided on.

The Cabinet Office’s proposal to Establish Common Measures of Socio-Economic Background, also very early stage, was accompanied by thorough discussion of the problem and uncertainties in the evidence base. Studies that showed the benefits of a diverse workforce were clearly cited:

1. There is a clear business case for increased diversity of our workforces. Recent findings from McKinsey show that “inherent diversity” (gender, race and socio-economic background) and “acquired diversity” (experience and skills) leads to improved business outcomes, including companies with such “two dimensional diversity” having 45% more market share. These findings align with a report by Boston Consulting Group for the Sutton Trust in 2010, which found that failing to improve low levels of social mobility will cost the UK economy up to £140 billion a year by 2050 – or an additional 4% of Gross Domestic Product. Having a dependable and consistent measure for socio-economic background is an essential element in attempting to address unequal access to education and the workplace.

2. We therefore believe that this work in developing a common set of measures for SEB will enable us to establish evidenced interventions to achieve a more inclusive workforce. Researchers have already established tools looking at a range of factors to determine SEB and there are good practices from many employers, academics and within the higher education sector. We intend to build on these established practices by identifying a set of nationally accepted measures for employers to identify the SEB of applicants, and their workforce. These measures need to be a sensible balance of robust and practicable.

7 Bus Reform Workshops Background Document: Moving Britain Ahead, September 2015
8 Engagement Document: Developing a Common Set of Measures for Employers on the Socio-Economic Backgrounds of their Workforce and Applicants, May 2016, p3
The Home Office’s consultation on Introducing a Stalking Protection Order explained (and elsewhere referenced) its view on the limitations of existing measures: 9

9 Introducing a Stalking Protection Order – a consultation, December 2015, p11 para 5

The Background chapter of the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)’s consultation on Requiring Direct Marketing Callers to Provide Calling Line Identification showed the chain of reasoning, with references to the evidence base throughout, from diagnosing the problem to demonstrating why current measures are not effective: 10

10 Requiring Direct Marketing Callers to Provide Calling Line Identification, January 2016, pp7-8

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)’s Promoting Supply of Starter Homes, part of the Housing and Planning Bill, scored 2s for Diagnosis with its background evidence section. Scorers felt that they understood the basis of the government’s contention that there is a shortfall in the construction and completion of new houses: 11

11 Housing and Planning Bill 2015/16: Impact Assessment, October 2015, p16
However, where several measures are linked in the same bill or strategy, departments need to be clear about the diagnosis for each issue. In DCLG’s Broadening the Definition of Affordable Housing in the same bill, scorers had difficulty working out which issue that policy was trying to address. After several readings it appeared to be that there are new models of affordable home ownership and the current planning framework doesn’t recognise them, but this was hard to disentangle from the other issues set out in the bill.

Among the lower scores for Diagnosis, the Cabinet Office’s proposal for an Anti-Lobbying Clause in Government Grant Agreements — set out in a press release and a summary of the measure – contained just an unreferenced mention of external commentary about the issue and gave no indication as to what government believed to be its scale, cause or effects.\textsuperscript{12}

\begin{quote}
The Institute of Economic Affairs has undertaken extensive research on so-called ‘sock puppets’, exposing the practice of taxpayers’ money given to pressure groups being diverted to fund lobbying rather than the good causes or public services.
\end{quote}

It referred to a successful pilot of the new rule in another department but the link it provided went straight to another government press release, which in turn referenced a speech by the minister. We note that the lack of transparency about the issue being addressed in this case led to public speculation about the reason for the policy, some of which was probably unfounded.

The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)’s proposal on Limiting the Child Element of Universal Credit and Tax Credits was introduced in the Summer Budget 2015 and brought forward by the Welfare Reform and Work Bill straight afterwards. It scored very poorly for transparency. Claims were made about the problem and the impact of the policy without any discussion about where these assumptions came from, and no evidence was mentioned or referenced. While it is concerned with fairness, it made a lot of testable claims that should have associated evidence or an explanation about their source.

The Department of Energy and Climate Change (Decc)’s Contracts for Difference for Carbon Capture and Storage, while achieving a basic level of transparency and some good scores for referencing, did not explain the source of its claim that the current regulations were deficient, though this point was repeated often in a variety of ways. Scorers struggled to understand the problem the policy was intending to fix. Decc’s draft legislation Providing Ofgem with Powers to Implement Switching and Settlement Reforms had a similar lack of transparency about the source of its claim that the powers are needed, which contrasts with the discussion about uncertainties about the projections and other transparent aspects of the policy.

The Treasury’s consultation on Abolishing the Carbon Reduction Commitment also lacked transparency in setting out the evidence behind its diagnosis. This consultation scored poorly on transparency in the other sections of the framework too.

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)’s Single Animal Establishment Licence was quite typical in setting out a logical rationale but not providing a transparent source-able account of the scale and significance, in this case of the problems of multiple licences:\textsuperscript{13}

\begin{quote}
Animal licences have developed over time, through a series of different Acts of Parliament. As a result, although the licensing schemes are generally similar, and usually administered by the same local authority staff, each activity is regulated separately by one or several specific pieces of legislation. Dog breeding, for instance, is regulated by three separate laws. This creates unnecessary complexity around the legal requirements, for both local authorities and businesses. Moreover, some types of businesses require more than one type of licence — both an animal boarding and pet shop licence, for example — for broadly similar and related activities.

We propose, therefore, to introduce revised regulations under the Animal Welfare Act 2000, which update and consolidate the animal licensing system into a single piece of legislation. We would also take the opportunity to simplify the administrative process, and reflect up-to-date knowledge on animal health and welfare.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{13} Consultation on the review of animal establishments licensing in England, December 2016, p6, para1-2
2.2 Proposal

Once departments have diagnosed a problem, they need to develop a clear hypothesis about how an intervention might help address it and deliver the government’s objectives. Departments would usually draw on evidence — from past attempts to address a similar problem, evaluations of those attempts, international or other jurisdictional experience or academic research — to justify why they have reason to believe their intervention might work.

We expected to be able to tell why the government had chosen its intervention, and what others it had considered, what evidence, if any, that choice was based on and how policymakers had assessed the evidence base, including what had been tried before and whether that worked. We also expected to see what the government planned to do about anything it had not yet worked out, what the costs and benefits are estimated to be and the assumptions behind those calculations. What’s available will sometimes be of very limited relevance — but in such cases we would expect departments to be clear on this and explain how they are taking that into account as the policy proceeds, by for example piloting and establishing mechanisms for rapid feedback and adaptation.

Overall we noted an unsurprising relationship between the care and attention given to communicating the basis of the diagnosis and the transparency of conclusions about the proposal.

The Department of Health (DH)’s New Alcohol Guidelines proposal scored highly for transparency on both Diagnosis and Proposal: the material that the department had used for the Diagnosis and Proposal were clear and the government’s view on its strengths and weaknesses was presented and frank, eg on early pregnancy effects, “Relevant good quality studies are few” (section 99). That transparency has enabled a lively debate to ensue about whether the evidence justifies the content of the guidelines the department issued.

The Department for Education (DfE)’s proposal for a New Social Work Regulator was poor on the transparency of its Diagnosis, scoring mostly 0s and 1s. It cited and linked to three reports on social work education and bureaucracy in the system but gave no explanation of how these reports informed its proposals (expanding existing programmes, setting professional standards and setting up a new regulatory body). Other departments with policies at a similar early stage managed to do much better than this.

While a link between transparency of Diagnosis and Proposal was generally evident, there were notable examples where very dense and detailed material in the Diagnosis then made it difficult to see how the Proposal emerged from it. When trying to explain, or understand, what the government is trying to do and why, explaining the relevance and impact of material on the way the department has developed the policy proposal is more transparent than heaping on further material. This section of DH’s proposal for Infected Blood: Reform of Support is one example of sharing reasoning transparently, carrying through points from its diagnosis of the issue, including the limitations of that evidence, to the proposal and its calculations of value for money: it would have scored a 3 with better referencing (though it won’t win any prizes for clear prose).

See next page [p13].

---

14 Alcohol Guidelines Review — Report from the Guidelines development group to the UK Chief Medical Officers, January 2016, p29

15 Developing a new system of financial and other support for people infected with hepatitis C and/or HIV through blood and blood products in the UK, January 2015, p10
Value for money of spending the pre-existing budget

45. The part of the pre-existing (Option 1) budget that is not used to fund continuation of fixed annual payments and other payments, such as lump sums, would be reallocated in a way that is designed to meet the objectives of creating a simpler scheme and linking new annual payments on the impact of infection, including as a result of treatment, on each person’s health. If only the pre-existing budget were available, this reallocation would mean that, compared with Option 1, some individuals could receive higher or lower payments in future than they would otherwise have done. In purely financial terms, these changes would necessarily balance out. There are two possible arguments according to which the social value of such changes might not balance out, neither of which apply here. The first would occur if there were substantial differences in incomes. As set out in the Treasury Green Book guidance, people with lower incomes in general gain more value from an extra pound of income. The Department of Health does not hold data on the income of individuals who receive ex-gratia payments. One of the objectives of Option 2 is to link the assistance a person receives to the impact that infection is having on their health. We would therefore expect those gaining most to comprise individuals who have lower health related quality of life. Research conducted by the University of Sheffield’s School of Health and Related research (ScHARR) has measured the link between health related quality of life, age and productivity. Unsurprisingly, productivity declines with age and increases with health related quality of life. To the extent that productivity determines workplace earnings, we would expect that people with lower quality of life will have lower earnings. However, workplace earnings are only one aspect of an individual’s income. Among other things, state welfare payments, returns on investments and, in the case of infected blood, ex-gratia payments all contribute to income. There is thus an argument that the proposed redistribution would lead to a net increase in social value, but it is far from conclusive. An additional (and contrary) argument is that in general losses from a given starting point are psychologically valued more highly than gains, so that redistribution will in general reduce net value. Whilst there is evidence for this effect, standard practice in valuation of public policy is to ignore this differential, which would otherwise lead to a strong bias in favour of the status quo. A differential may be applied in decisions that involve prospective prevention of harm to health, but this is not the case here.

46. In the absence of further evidence, it is therefore reasonable to assume that the net welfare effect of the redistribution of payments is neutral.
The Treasury’s proposal for Strengthening the Governance, Accountability and Transparency of the Bank of England was one of the most consistent policies, scoring 2s across the framework. It referenced the evidence behind its proposal and had a straightforward, easy-to-follow description of the basis for its identification of a problem, the proposal to deal with it and assumptions about how it would be implemented.

It was rare for departments to show they had considered alternative approaches, although there were exceptions. The Cabinet Office’s engagement document on Establishing Common Measures of Socio-Economic Background transparently laid out a range of potential measures, along with its assessment of the pros and cons of each. These were linked to evidence, as seen in this example relating to parental income or wealth on page 16.¹⁶

DCLG’s proposed reforms to the New Homes Bonus were a model for setting out the rationale behind choices. The strengths and weaknesses of alternative options were considered in detail and reasons for not taking them were transparent.¹⁷

³. Thirty. An **alternative option** would be to set a baseline based on the average growth rate of dwellings in each local authority or local area. However, potentially, this would have the impact of ‘rewarding’ authorities who had only achieved low growth in the past and penalising those who had done well. In addition, it could result in large numbers of authorities not receiving a Bonus payment at all (using 2016-17 provisional figures, we estimate that around 65 authorities would fall outside the Bonus with a “moderate” baseline of 0.5%). This could have the perverse impact of reducing the significance of the Bonus for those authorities and, thus, eroding its incentive effect overall.

¹⁶ Engagement Document: Developing a Common set of Measures for Employers on the Socio-Economic Backgrounds of their Workforce and Applicants, May 2016, Appendix 1 Possible measures of socio-economic
¹⁷ New Homes Bonus: Sharpening the Incentive - Technical Consultation, December 2016, p16
2.3 Implementation

Once the government has proposed an intervention, it needs to work out the ways to make that happen. There are often choices on the best way to deliver the policy, and departments should be able to explain why they have chosen one way over another and what evidence they have used, as well as cost and benefit calculations and the assumptions behind them. There should also be some discussion of the opportunity cost of the new intervention if it is likely to divert resources from existing activity. But often implementation issues — which are the root of many policy failures — are not thoroughly considered when a policy is proposed. Transparency about the evidence behind plans to implement policies was an area of weakness for many policy documents, including those that had scored well on other parts of the framework.

DH’s Death Certification Reforms was an example of good practice in transparency. The planned implementation was linked to lessons from pilot programmes, as seen on p70 of the consultation document: 18

A “lessons from the pilots” document accompanied the consultation, providing further evidence. The consultation also identified outstanding questions for implementing the policy, such as this example: 19

Scorers did not find much mention of the evidence behind options for implementing the Apprenticeships Levy, which was a proposal where the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) led on the implementation of a policy first announced in the Budget. They found none in the implementation aspects of the Treasury’s Help to Save, which discussed two alternative methods of implementation on which the government was hoping to consult. DfT’s and Transport for London (TfL)’s joint prospectus on a New Partnership for Rail Passenger Services in the South East explored ways of improving services, such as new metro-style trains, but it was vague as to the information these were drawn from. An appendix presented different options for implementation, but little in the way of costs and benefits or what was being looked at in relation to each option.

18 Introduction of Medical Examiners and Reforms to Death Certification in England and Wales: Policy and Draft Regulations — Consultation, March 2016, p70 para 7.135
19 Ibid p22
Showing the department’s modelling

Transparent implementation plans included, where relevant, the department’s modelling of costs and benefits. We found a number of really good examples of this.

The Ministry of Justice (MoJ)’s Rationalising the Court and Tribunal Estate achieved a mid-level score for sharing reflections on its calculations: 20

Risks and Assumptions

50. It is assumed that there is no change in the volume of court cases, court fees or court user waiting times while at court. There is a risk, however, that longer journey times might impact on service delivery (e.g., leading to an increase in waiting times) or trial effectiveness rates (e.g., leading to an increase in the number of cracked or ineffective trials).

The best examples of this set out the calculations used as well as the methods used to make them and the assumptions behind input figures. One example of this was Defra’s proposal for Changes to Plastic and Glass Packaging Recycling Business Targets. The consultation provided five options and indicated the government’s preferred one. It clearly displayed the modelling for the costs and benefits of each option (p15). 21

The accompanying impact assessment provided a breakdown of the costs and benefits of each option for amended glass and plastic recycling targets. There was analysis of the costs and benefits not just of the headline targets, but also sub-issues such as carbon saving. The document set out the assumptions behind its modelling and provided a sensitivity analysis that outlines assumptions made by the department and how they affect the calculations (p21 of the impact assessment): 22

Sensitivity

The results are sensitive to several assumptions, particularly material price assumptions.

Glass prices are currently the lowest they have been since 2008. Therefore we use current glass prices for the lowest NPV scenario, as well as the best estimate scenario. We use the highest prices seen since 2008 for the high scenario.

For plastic we assume material prices could be 50% higher or lower than current prices for the high, low and best estimates respectively. This is consistent with the kind of volatility we have seen in recent years. There could be low material plastic prices at the negative extreme or at the positive extreme the material price for PTTs (which will be an increasing proportion of the recycling required if targets increase) may increase if better end markets develop.

Continues on next page [p16].

---

20 Impact Assessment on Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service proposals on the provision of courts services in England and Wales, July 2016, p11

21 Consultation on changes to the plastic packaging recycling business targets for 2016-17 and new targets for plastic and glass for 2018-20, November 2015

22 Plastic & Glass Packaging Recycling Business Targets 2016-2020, November 2015, p21
Defra’s Banning the Burning of Waste Oil as a Fuel in Heaters achieved slightly lower, mid-level scores for Implementation however, because it did not indicate the sources for its calculations. DfE’s Schools National Funding Formula scored highly for referencing the material in its tables and showing what lay behind its assumptions.

Decc’s proposal for Reforms to the Warm Home Discount Scheme was another example of transparency of modelling. The impact assessment had a comprehensive set of models exploring the costs and benefits of the proposals. A range of factors, such as the impact on energy demand and changes to household bills were taken into account (along with references to the sources that informed the department’s assumptions). The results of Decc’s analysis were presented in tables like the one below.23

---

The risks and sensitivities that could affect Decc’s models were also addressed and presented. DWP’s proposed Cap on Early Exit Charges for Members of Occupational Pension Schemes was a further high scoring example, with its transparent display of the costs and benefits calculated by the department under five different scenarios. See this example of the calculations for charges faced under a 2% cap (p18 of the impact assessment).^{24}

---

^{24} Introducing a cap on early exit charges in trust-based occupational pension schemes, May 2016, p18
In DCLG’s technical consultation on Reforms to the New Homes Bonus the appended technical consultation provided a worked example of a hypothetical local authority under the new bands. See p22 for example.\textsuperscript{25}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Annex – Worked Example}
\end{center}

Suppose a unitary local authority has 10,000 dwellings in their council taxbase in October 2015 and these are spread evenly across the council tax bands. If there was a net increase of 80 dwellings added during the following year, evenly spread across the council tax bands, then this would equate to an increase of 97 band D equivalent dwellings.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Band A & Band B & Band C & Band D & Band E & Band F & Band G & Band H & Total \\
\hline
Adjustment factor for Band D & 6/0 & 7/0 & 8/0 & 9/0 & 11/0 & 13/0 & 15/0 & 18/0 & \\
\hline
2015 council taxbase & 1,250 & 1,250 & 1,250 & 1,250 & 1,250 & 1,250 & 1,250 & 1,250 & 10,000 \\
\hline
Net additions & 10 & 10 & 10 & 10 & 10 & 10 & 10 & 10 & 80 \\
\hline
Additions (Band D equivalents) & 7 & 8 & 9 & 10 & 12 & 14 & 17 & 20 & 97 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Assuming 10 of these new dwellings were eligible for the affordable housing premium and applying the latest average Band D council tax rate (2015/16 - £1,483.58) then that local authority would be eligible for the following payments under an unreformed New Homes Bonus scheme in 2017/18:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|}
\hline
Band D equivalents & 97 \\
\hline
Average band D & £1,483.58 \\
\hline
Sub-total: & £143,413 \\
\hline
Adequate housing premium (per unit) & £350 \\
\hline
Adequate housing supply & 10 \\
\hline
Sub-total: & £3,500 \\
\hline
Total Bonus: & £146,913 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Again, the modelling did not just show the headline costs and benefits, but also the impact of the policy under several different scenarios, such as when the local authority had seen planning decisions appealed.

Defra’s proposals for Clean Air Zones, which were part of the Draft Air Quality Plans, laid out cost and benefit models in a single accessible document, an Evidence Annex. There was an exploration of the costs and benefits to society, “comparing improvements in air quality against the associated costs of implementation” (see pp20-21).\textsuperscript{26}

Most of the examples of modelling were found in impact assessments.

\textsuperscript{25} New Homes Bonus: Sharpening the Incentive - Technical Consultation, December 2015, p22

\textsuperscript{26} Draft Evidence Annex: Assessment of the plans to improve air quality in the UK, September 2015, p20-21
Impact assessments: do they make a difference?

Impact assessments have to be provided by departments alongside proposals for a particular kind of policy — those with a regulatory impact on business or community organisations. They must provide a rationale for government intervention, the options considered, and the costs and benefits of the policy.\(^27\) The Regulatory Policy Committee (RPC)'s guidance on impact assessments encourages departments to produce reliable evidence for costs and benefits and ensure they have substantive evidence.\(^28\) These are submitted to the RPC and given red, amber or green ratings depending on the evidence presented. Our assessment suggests the rigours of producing an impact assessment improve transparency in relation to cost and benefit modelling.

The calculations of value for money, and the evidence behind these, tended to be stronger in documents with impact assessments. Within these, a good example was DH’s policy Extending Charges for NHS Services for Overseas Visitors and Migrants, which set out details of costs and benefits so that its value for money calculations could be looked at for each of the options, explained the baseline for these and the assumptions being made. In most of the other types of policy proposals this information was patchy if it existed.

More broadly, there was little to distinguish our top and bottom performers overall with respect to having an impact assessment or not, although the requirement to produce an impact assessment seemed to raise the transparency standard off the bottom level — none of our worst performers were policies where departments had been required to produce an impact assessment. At the other end, there were examples of high scoring transparent policies that had not been obliged to produce impact assessments. A look at the scores allotted to each policy showed that those with impact assessments appeared to do slightly better on transparency for Diagnosis, Proposal and Implementation, though not Testing and Evaluation.

This suggests that the discipline of having to produce an impact assessment, with the necessary cost/benefit analysis and consideration of alternative options, does compel departments to set out the evidence used. However we recognise that the contribution of clear cost/benefit analyses to our transparency scores against Proposal and Implementation may mask relatively less transparent behaviour in other aspects. Our sample was not big enough to draw any firm conclusion. We are at an early stage of our comparative work, but we may want to investigate the effects of impact assessments on transparency in the full ranking stage.

---


2.4 Testing and Evaluation

Testing allows policy development to be informed by real world experience, to gather information and feedback, and to incorporate unforeseen influences on the policy’s effects before embarking on any major costs and reorganisation. Evaluation promotes a more systematic and objective organisation of information about the policy’s effects, which as well as informing policy development is an essential part of the accountability of government.

The Testing and Evaluation section was an area of weakness for many documents: it tended to be something that was done well or not at all. It was rare for policy documents to include plans to measure the impact of the policy, or to outline the department’s next steps in developing it. It was slightly more common for consultations to set out clearly what would be done with the inputs, although still only around half of those in our sample scored 2 or above for this, which is hard to understand as it’s a straightforward, well-established requirement.

The best documents had clear plans to measure success and timetables for evaluation. DCMS’s Cultural Protection Fund was one of the most transparent in this section of the framework. For instance, there was a clear proposition for a monitoring and evaluation scheme for the Fund, and acknowledgement of the difficulty of measuring things such as social development and wellbeing (pp18-19 of the consultation).^29

This would have been improved if DCMS had outlined what the measures are, how they would be developed, and when it would report on progress. A good example of doing this was DfE’s plans for Full Academisation of the School System, which, while not well referenced (see below), were transparent on Testing and Evaluation, with clear, accountable plans for measurements and for publication of some of these annually, such as the Parent Portal and new performance tables website.

---

^29 Cultural Protection Fund: Government Proposals to Protect Cultural Heritage Overseas, January 2016, pp18-19
Another example of good practice in evaluation is the Draft Air Quality Plans, which showed what the department expected the policy to achieve and by what date. Defra’s consultation on Statutory Post-Movement Testing of Cattle for TB also stood out. There is a stated desire to pilot elements of the policy intervention, along with a set of criteria for doing this (p9 of the consultation):

10.3 We would like to pilot such a scheme to gauge likely levels of uptake and the impact on this specific disease risk. But further work is required to fully develop a specific proposal. In particular, we need to:

- Decide on eligibility criteria for a Government-funded pre-sale TB check test – based on factors such as lot size, type of animal and time since the last negative TB herd test on the farm of origin.
- Identify how best to encourage uptake.
- Determine the likely cost for Defra.
- Decide how success should be measured, the length of the pilot and how to modify the proposed voluntary scheme in response to the uptake.

DCMS’s Sports Governance Code was aligned to some of its key performance indicators (p80), which increased the transparency score, though it was noted that it was not possible to tell how the baseline for these would be determined.

DfE’s National Teaching Service plans included a pilot and scored more highly on Testing and Evaluation than on other parts of the framework. It was noted that it was not especially clear about how the pilot will affect the plans for the full roll-out of the programme.

3.17. The most significant of these new programmes will be the National Teaching Service (NTS), through which underperforming schools in challenging areas will be able to request support from elite teachers and middle leaders for up to three years. These teachers and middle leaders will receive a package of support and a clear path to promotion – creating a career pathway for talented teachers and leaders working in challenging schools. We will start a pilot in the north-west from September 2016 with up to 100 participants. By 2020 the NTS will have placed 1,500 high-performing teachers and middle leaders into challenging schools across the country.

---

30 Draft plans to improve air quality in the UK: Tackling nitrogen dioxide in our towns and cities – UK overview document, September 2015, pp7-10
31 Improving TB Cattle Controls, including a proposal for statutory post-movement testing, August 2015
32 Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an Active Nation, December 2015, p80
33 Educational Excellence Everywhere, March 2016, p475
Largely, though, Testing and Evaluation was not shared with the public, which may mean that there are no serious plans to do it, that it’s not been thought about, that departments are not inclined to be open about it, or that they are not putting effort into communicating it. DCLG’s Promoting Supply of Starter Homes had scored well (2s) on Diagnosis but referred to Testing and Evaluation in a way that people outside of the policy process would likely read as diffident (p6 of the impact assessment). \(^{34}\)

### Will policy be reviewed?

The Department will in the normal way undertake a post-legislative review of these provisions within three to five years after Royal Assent.

The department’s Right to Buy for Housing Association Tenants also gave little information about next steps. The Starter Homes section of the same bill achieved better scores for this (a mix of 1s and 2s).

### What consultations will do with inputs

We took into account the early stage of the policies in relation to plans for Testing and Evaluation. For early stage consultations we looked simply at whether they were clear about the planned uses of inputs and the next stage of policy development.

There was an issue across departments with consultations not explaining what would be done with the information collected. One example is Decc’s proposed Changes to Financial Support for Solar PV [photovoltaics], which scored very well on Diagnosis, Proposal and Implementation, but poorly on Testing and Evaluation because it did not explain what it would do with the next round of information gathering in sufficient detail. Defra’s Banning the Burning of Waste Oil as a Fuel in Heaters, while scoring reasonably well against other parts of the framework, was not transparent about next steps, scoring a mix of 1s and 0s.

In contrast, DCLG’s technical consultation on Reforms to the New Homes Bonus, the Home Office’s consultation on the Stalking Protection Order, Defra’s Draft Air Quality Plans, and the Cabinet Office’s Establishing Common Measures of Socio-Economic Background were all credited for being clear about how they would respond to inputs. The Cabinet Office’s English Language Requirements for Public Sector Workers was an example of being able to give transparent explanations about this at a very early stage of development (p11 of impact assessment). \(^{35}\)

### Scale of the impacts of the policy

42. At this stage of policy development we are not certain how many public sector roles will fall under the scope of this policy or how many organisations will be impacted. We expect consultation to provide this information and to shape our expectations of what organisations are involved with public sector employment. Given the current lack of information we have not attempted to provide monetary estimates of the costs and benefits of the policy at this stage, however we provide the following estimates of the potential numbers affected by the policy to give some indication of its scope and the likely scale of impact. All estimates of the numbers of workers affected, below, will be refined through consultation. The costs and benefits which are then outlined, below, are largely incurred on a per worker, or per organisation basis, so these initial estimates of the total population concerned may be used to indicate the scale of costs and benefits very approximately.

“...The Code of Practice will be prepared once a full understanding of the effect of the statutory duty on public services has been gained through consultation.”

---

\(^{34}\) Housing and Planning Bill 2015/16: Impact Assessment, October 2015, p6

\(^{35}\) English Language Requirement for Public Sector Workers: impact assessment, August 2015, p11
DH’s proposal for Extending Charges for NHS Services for Overseas Visitors and Migrants was clear about the way that the consultation would be used to develop the policy (and would have scored 2s across the board if it had indicated what the basis was for its plans for implementation).

DfT’s Changes to the Driving Test: ‘Cashback’ proposal was at an early stage of development and was transparent in its report about the gaps left by the strategy consultation.  

DfE’s National Funding Formula scored top marks for transparency about what would happen next:

It is unreasonable to expect people to take the time and effort to contribute to consultations if departments are not clear about what their purpose is. When the government’s consultation principles were revised in 2016, cabinet secretary Sir Jeremy Heywood pointed out, “this is not simply about open government, it is also crucial to our efforts to provide the best possible service to the public”.  

---

36 Safe, secure, sustainable: The Motoring Services Agencies: MOTs for all makes of vehicles, April 2016, p13
37 National funding formula: equality analysis, March 2016, p14
38 Consultations - what’s new and why they are so important, Sir Jeremy Heywood, January 2016
https://civilservice.blog.gov.uk/2016/01/15/consultations-whats-new-and-why-they-are-so-important/
CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES

Across the examples we looked at, some more general themes emerged, which we think all departments would benefit from taking account of as they look to present new policies. We set out these more general findings below.

3.1 Referencing and sharing work done

In many of the less transparent policies, it became clear that departments had looked at evidence or undertaken their own research and analysis — in some cases extensive and high quality work — but they had not shared this in their policy documents. This is a prerequisite of informed discussion — for the public, parliament and specialists — and it is essential to knowledge management within government.

In many cases, documents had used but not referenced evidence from third parties:

The Treasury’s consultation on Abolishing the Carbon Reduction Commitment said the government had “reviewed evidence on the operation of existing schemes, looked at lessons learned from schemes overseas and sought initial views from a range of businesses, academics and other bodies”. 39 It made claims about how energy efficiency can spur productivity, but did not provide references or links for this.

The Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)’ consultation on Moving the Operations of the Land Registry into the Private Sector was a comprehensive 42-page document but did not reference statements such as: “The model is one which has, broadly speaking, been implemented successfully elsewhere, for example in Canada”. 40 As the implementation elsewhere was described as a success, we would expect to see references to assessments. However, even if there had been no easily referenced reports to cite, the department could have provided a brief summary to make it possible to identify the examples and the indicators of success that are being referred to.

From a review of the scores of the Department for Transport (DfT)’s policy proposal Making Tactile Paving Surfaces Easier to Use as a Navigational Tool and Warning System, we believe that the department had done a considerable amount of work on this subject, but it did not share it or set out the workings for the suggestion.

The proposal to merge Manchester’s Local Justice Areas 41 had an open discussion of alternative approaches, particularly on implementation, which would have positioned it for a high transparency score. However it did not provide much information about the sources it was using. This was also true of: the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)’s Single Animal Establishment Licence; the Department of Health (DH)’s assessment of the case for a 7-day NHS; and DfE’s Educational Excellence Everywhere, where DfE had developed a methodology and underlying data for its experimental analysis but its proposal did not lead the reader to this. These left the basis for the policies open to speculation.

---

39 Reforming the business energy efficiency tax landscape, September 2015, p5 para 1.2
40 Consultation on moving Land Registry operations to the private sector, March 2016, p21, para 73
41 This consultation was issued by MoJ on behalf of Manchester’s Judicial Business Group and HMCTS. It is not an MoJ policy, but we have retained it because it illustrates this issue.
There were plenty of examples where the policy research was transparent and included references and links to the evidence base. For example the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)' proposal for Age Verification for Pornographic Material Online was clear about how it had used sources.\textsuperscript{42}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|p{10cm}|}
\hline
\textbf{70%} & ...of 18-year-olds surveyed felt that pornography can have a damaging impact on young people’s views of sex and relationships.\textsuperscript{7} \\
\hline
\textbf{78%} & ...of women questioned believed that pornography encourages society to see women as sex objects (and 61% of men)\textsuperscript{8} \\
\hline
\textbf{45%} & ...of 18 to 19-year-olds frequent internet users who viewed pornography reported that in hindsight they were too young when they were first exposed to it\textsuperscript{9} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Survey Results on the Impact of Pornography}
\end{table}

DfT’s consultation and impact assessment for increased penalties for using mobile phones while driving included accessible links to the evidence base throughout.\textsuperscript{43}

\begin{quote}
1.10 New research from the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM) shows that 9% of drivers surveyed admitted taking a selfie whilst driving ‘in the last month’. This increases to 19% of 25-35 year olds.\textsuperscript{6} \\
\end{quote}

As did the Cabinet Office’s engagement document on Establishing Common Measures of Socio-Economic Background:\textsuperscript{44}

\begin{quote}
There is much academic literature on the link between an individual's outcomes and their parental occupation (see e.g. Sturgis and Buscha, 2010). The Office for National Statistics has also published on this topic, and it was summarised in the recent State of the Nation report from the Social Mobility Commission.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{42} Child Safety Online: Age Verification for Pornography, February 2016, p8
\textsuperscript{43} A consultation on changes to the Fixed Penalty Notice and penalty points for the use of a hand-held mobile phone whilst driving, January 2016, p6
\textsuperscript{44} Engagement Document: Developing a Common set of Measures for Employers on the Socio-Economic Backgrounds of their Workforce and Applicants, May 2016, p18
In some cases a department had undertaken or commissioned its own research, but did not mention it or reference it. The Home Office’s proposal to Strengthen the Role of the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) in its counter-extremism strategy was set out as follows:\textsuperscript{45}

\begin{quote}
\textbf{119.} We will also strengthen the role of the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
to enable employers to identify extremists and stop them working with children and other vulnerable groups. The DBS helps employers in sensitive areas of work to safeguard their workplace by disclosing information about employees and if necessary barring them from certain roles. We will review eligibility for DBS services to ensure they cover the full range of activity where vulnerable people and young people are at risk from extremists.
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textbf{120.} We will introduce measures for the DBS to notify eligible employers if it has new information about extremism relevant to an employee. We will also introduce changes to make anyone with a conviction or civil order for extremist activity subject to the DBS’s automatic barring arrangements. This will mean that we can bar the most harmful extremists from working with vulnerable people.
\end{quote}

In follow up with the department, it transpired that research had been done prior to this announcement and fed into this decision, including a remodelling review\textsuperscript{46} of the DBS and a Criminal Records Regime review.\textsuperscript{47} None of these were mentioned or referenced.

By contrast, DCMS’ white paper on the Future of the BBC scored well for including the review behind its proposal to introduce a Unitary Board for the organisation and for specific references to the relevant parts of it that had been used to shape the policy.

When a department has undertaken its own research or reviews to inform its policies, these should be included or accessible.

\textsuperscript{45} Counter-Extremism Strategy, October 2015, p35
3.2 Gesturing vs referencing

The provision of links and references does not itself fully satisfy transparency requirements. It might seem obvious, but the references do need to provide specific enough links to enable people to understand what piece of evidence was used to inform which aspect of the policy proposal.

We saw examples where links led to a collection of policy documents or departmental home pages with no clear direction to the evidence base. The plans for Full Academisation of the School System, laid out in DfE’s *Educational Excellence Everywhere* white paper provided a footnote for the methodology behind a map showing the performance of schools in England:

> But it led the reader to a collection of 192 publications about transparency on DfE’s gov.uk website.

Another link to a ‘fuller statement of DfE’s strategy’ leads to DfE’s gov.uk home page. In both cases, a member of the public hoping to look at the evidence base would encounter substantial difficulties.

---

2 Experimental analysis: the methodology and underlying data for this experimental analysis is available at [https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?departments[]=department-for-education&publication_type=transparency-data](https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?departments[]=department-for-education&publication_type=transparency-data)

38 Educational Excellence Everywhere, March 2016, p6

49 [https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?keywords=&publication_filter_option=transparency-data&topics%5B%5D=all&departments%5B%5D=department-for-education&official_document_status=all&world_locations%5B%5D=all&from_date=&to_date=](https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?keywords=&publication_filter_option=transparency-data&topics%5B%5D=all&departments%5B%5D=department-for-education&official_document_status=all&world_locations%5B%5D=all&from_date=&to_date=)
Even transparent policy documents sometimes scored less well on this point. The Home Office’s Single Legislative Provision to Provide for Equipment Interference (an impact assessment) was clear about the sources for its background to the issue and would have scored better if it had referenced these more precisely. As would the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)’s Reducing the Benefit Cap to £20,000 (£23,000 for Greater London) which included a good discussion of the evidence but was quite inconsistent in providing references for it, eg.50

The Ministry of Justice (MoJ)’s Cap on the Fees that Regulated Claims Management Companies can Charge Consumers referenced work by the Financial Ombudsman and the FCA, but it was hard to tell when referenced material ended and new material began.

**Transparent can be short and simple**

It would be a mistake to imagine that a document crowded with references or extensive extracts is better grounded or more transparent. References should be meaningful and useful, to enable the reader to understand how the source is relevant and to enable them to assess that source for themselves if they wish when it is the basis for a significant conclusion or the authority of a policy statement.

Length is not a prerequisite of transparency. It is not necessary to include voluminous amounts of material. What matters for transparency is clear analysis of evidence and discussion of its relationship to the policy. We saw good examples of this being achieved in some of the shortest documents we examined:

- Defra’s consultation on Strengthened Measures against Epitrix was just 9 pages long. It contained clear referencing, an upfront discussion of the limitations of the policy and evidence, and clear identification of what submissions to the consultation would achieve. This was judged to be just as good as (and by some scorers slightly better than) the Department of Energy and Climate Change (Decc)’s Feed-in Tariffs policy proposal, which has over 200 pages of material.

- The Home Office’s 16-page consultation on the Stalking Protection Order was transparent. The reasoning was clearly laid out and included discussion of the evidence of an ongoing problem that was not being addressed by existing measures and the potential of this further measure to address it. This achieved the same level of transparency as DH’s Death Certification Reforms, which was over 100 pages.

DfE’s Schools National Funding Formula, while scoring well on Diagnosis and Testing and Evaluation, contained so much material across four documents that scorers found it bewildering to work out what evidence had actually been used.

---

50 Welfare Reform and Work Bill: Impact Assessment for the benefit cap, July 2015, p11
A note on referencing practice
The Government Digital Service has a style guide.\textsuperscript{51} The Regulatory Policy Committee guidance on impact assessments asks,

"Does the IA reference the source of data, research and evidence used and is the robustness of each of these clearly demonstrated?"\textsuperscript{52}

But a more substantial set of principles may be useful. There are some transparency-relevant points from the Committee on Publication Ethics.\textsuperscript{53}

- "2.6 Authors should represent the work of others accurately in citations and quotations."
- "[…] Authors should not copy references from other publications if they have not read the cited work."
- "4.3 Relevant previous work and publications, both by other researchers and the authors' own, should be properly acknowledged and referenced. The primary literature should be cited where possible."

To this we would add the points above about being clear about what aspect of the policy document is being referenced to what aspect of the source.

\textsuperscript{51} https://www.gov.uk/guidance/style-guide/a-to-z-of-gov-uk-style (viewed 10 October 2016)
3.3 Absent or weak evidence

In the absence of evidence

Governments often have to act where the evidence base is weak or absent. They may not have the luxury of waiting for those gaps to be filled before they introduce proposals.

The most transparent policy documents were those that acknowledged this and explained how the department would fill the gap or evaluate the policy at a later point. The consultation on Reducing Disruption on Local ‘A’ Roads was clear about what the department (DfT) didn’t know.\textsuperscript{54}

7. We currently do not have evidence as to the number of works which are left in place but not worked during the weekend.

The department explained that it would use the consultation to fill in gaps in the evidence base.\textsuperscript{55}

117. Some contractors may be regarded as small firms. At present we do not have data to suggest how many or what proportion of contractors this represents. We ask for further evidence on this during the consultation.

Another example is MoJ’s proposed Panel for Publicly Funded Criminal Advocacy. The consultation highlighted areas where quantitative evidence is limited.\textsuperscript{56}

2.9 As Sir Bill Jeffrey noted in Chapter Two of his report (2014, p. 21), the quantitative evidence about advocacy quality is limited. The government is not suggesting that the apparent correlation between the changing constituents of the advocacy market and concerns about quality are causally linked.

The consultation document also acknowledged points where the evidence is largely anecdotal.\textsuperscript{57}

4.3 In spite of these prohibitions, we are told by the Bar Council, other advocates, and the Law Society that referral fees are frequently paid and received. The evidence for this is, however, largely anecdotal. There is little quantitative evidence as to the scale of the problem due to a lack of reporting of such practices. Both advocates and litigators appear reluctant to report breaches given the obvious implications for their own reputations, and their future prospects of securing instruction.

\textsuperscript{54} Reducing Disruption on Local ‘A’ Roads (Impact Assessment), April 2016, p20, Annex A: Number of works in scope of the requirement
\textsuperscript{55} Reducing Disruption on Local ‘A’ Roads (Impact Assessment), April 2016, p17
\textsuperscript{56} Preserving and Enhancing the Quality of Criminal Advocacy, October 2015, p10
\textsuperscript{57} Preserving and Enhancing the Quality of Criminal Advocacy, October 2015, p18
Weakness in the evidence base

The most transparent policy documents acknowledged weaknesses and discussed them. For example, Defra’s Draft Air Quality Plans had an easily accessible summary of assumptions and associated uncertainties. This would score a 3.\textsuperscript{58}

The modelling is based on the assumption that consumers are economically rational, that their utility from a vehicle is based on its economic cost and that vehicle owners always prefer newer vehicles. It is also assumed that consumers on average replace their vehicles every 4 years, and the introduction of CAZs is announced 4 years before implementation, therefore consumers will not experience any additional transaction costs.

In reality this may not be the case, as there are a number of motivations for owning particular vehicles besides economic (i.e. preference for a certain model, or particular vehicle). This may mean costs of upgrading may be greater than it is assumed that for such vehicle owners. The assumption also ignores the potential transaction cost impacts on consumers who replace their vehicles less frequently than every four years.

The same department’s proposals for Statutory Post-Movement Testing of Cattle for TB also included a sensitivity analysis to capture uncertainties in the evidence base, in this case in the department’s own modelling.\textsuperscript{59}

11. Sensitivity analysis

Table 10 illustrates a possible ‘worst’ and ‘best’ case scenario, alongside the central case, using the above ranges to try and capture some of the uncertainty about the various parameters which could affect the costs and benefits of the policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scenario value</th>
<th>Worst (%)</th>
<th>Best (%)</th>
<th>Central (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing behaviour (% switching)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of TB infection pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td>+2.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of a BAU breakdown +/- 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>£50k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of breakdown by Post-MT +/- 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>£34k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of neighbouring herd controls</td>
<td></td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of switching (per animal) +/- 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>£8</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td>£7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{58} Draft Evidence Annex Assessment of the plans to improve air quality in the UK, September 2015, pp24-25

\textsuperscript{59} Options to increase the chance of achieving Officially TB Free (OTF) status for the TB Low Risk Area (Impact Assessment), August 2015, p15
DCMS' consultation on Age Verification for Pornographic Material Online was transparent about the lack of academic consensus it had encountered.  

DWP's policy Banning Member-Borne Commission in Workplace Pensions, to prevent employees paying commission fees for occupational pensions, was also transparent about uncertainties caused by the available evidence (as well as demonstrating how it had drawn on previous consultations to answer some points).

On the other hand, the Government Equalities Office's Gender Pay Gap proposals included a lot of assertions and statistics about pay gaps, but did not consider the weaknesses and contradictions in what it had included. Decc's Contracts for Difference for Carbon Capture and Storage had a similar issue. This kind of omission was common and a reason why some transparent policies did not score a 3. For the most part, departments only referred to gaps in knowledge in relation to consultation questions or explaining missing information in an impact assessment. The strengths and weaknesses of the evidence base were rarely discussed.
3.4 Values-based policies

Governments sometimes introduce policies that are predominantly expressions of values — rather than justified just by their intended outcomes and effectiveness. In those cases there may be less of a role for evidence.

Policies were considered to achieve a basic level of transparency if they were clear about their rationale being values-based rather than evidence-based and if they supported any testable claims about the situation they were addressing. They were considered to be fully transparent if they also discussed the evidence and explained the limits of its role in developing the policy.

Values-based policies

There were in fact very few policies that were not based on some testable claims or assumptions. (See Appendix 5 for examples of testable statements versus value statements.) The only example we assessed to be purely values-based was, surprisingly, the Treasury’s consultation on Reforms to the Taxation of Non-Domiciles. The first statement, which is testable, was disregarded as this was not the stated goal of the policy. It was clear that the changes were being proposed on the principle of fairness:
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The government wants to attract talented individuals to live in the UK who will help to contribute to the success of this country by investing here and creating jobs. The long-standing tax rules for individuals who are not domiciled in the UK are an important feature of our internationally competitive tax system, and the government remains committed to that aim. However, it is only right that those people who choose to live in the UK for a very long time pay a fair share of tax, and those who are born in the UK with a UK domicile of origin cannot move abroad and return as a ‘non-dom’.

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)’s Updating the Local Government Transparency Code scored mainly 2s and some 1s because it was clear about the values basis of its rationale — that the government believes transparency is the bedrock of accountability — but also made claims about the use and function of the data that it did not provide any references for.

Acknowledging different influences also helps the public to follow the chain of reasoning behind the policy and to see how evidence has been weighed alongside other pressures. DfT’s consultation and impact assessment for Changes to the Fixed Penalty Notice and Penalty Points for the Use of a Hand-Held Phone Whilst Driving acknowledged how growing pressure from the media and public opinion had fed into the decision:
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1.22 There has been growing media pressure to increase the penalty due to a number of recorded fatalities. In 2013 the Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe, proposed doubling the penalty points. A YouGov poll conducted in 2014 for the Sunday Times showed that 73% of drivers are in favour of the move.

61 Reforms to the taxation of non-domiciles, September 2015, section 0.1 Foreword
62 A consultation on changes to the Fixed Penalty Notice and penalty points for the use of a hand-held mobile phone whilst driving: Moving Britain Ahead, August 2015, p8
**Manifesto and political commitments**

Many policies are introduced as a result of election promises in manifestos — and there is a public expectation that governments deliver on these commitments. 63 Officials often raised this with us as a limitation on transparency about the use of evidence, suggesting there should be different evidence standards for policies that come out of electoral competition to those which are developed inside government. However, we found that policies that had originated in manifestos featured among the best and the worst for transparency. What did matter was whether the commitment focused on the means — a commitment to do something, where the evidence base was often not transparent, or the ends — the outcome the policy was intended to achieve, which left space for evidence to be considered about the best way to do that.

DWP’s Youth Obligation and DH’s 7-Day NHS arose from means-focused manifesto commitments and gave limited information about the source of the policy. DfE’s proposal for implementing the English Baccalaureate was based on a specific manifesto commitment to “require secondary school pupils to take GCSEs in English, maths, science, a language and history or geography”. 64 Unlike the others, it had a reasonably transparent and well-cited exploration of the problem it was trying to address, but less transparency on why this was the best way of addressing the problem and its costs and benefits.

BIS’ proposal for Ballot Thresholds [for strike action] in Important Public Services had to work with a very specific 2015 manifesto commitment: “Industrial action in these essential services would require the support of at least 40 per cent of all those entitled to take part in strike ballots”. 65 The scorers felt that the consultation was unclear why the 40% threshold had been used rather than any other number.

Specific manifesto commitments to the means of achieving outcomes may hinder the government’s subsequent ability to consider evidence on alternative proposals. In contrast, the DfT’s proposal for Changes to the Fixed Penalty Notice and Penalty Points for the Use of a Hand-Held Phone Whilst Driving was linked to an open-ended commitment: “…reduce the number of cyclists and other road users killed and injured on our roads every year”. 66 The evidence in this was clearly cited and discussed. The Cabinet Office’s English Language Requirements for Public Sector Workers was based on an outcomes-oriented manifesto commitment to “legislate to ensure that every public sector worker operating in a customer-facing role must speak fluent English”. 67 While it produced mixed scores for transparency, it did well on an open discussion about alternative options to achieve this.

More implementation-focused commitments that were still broad and not tied to specific measures also scored quite well. BIS’ proposal for a Small Business Commissioner came from a broad manifesto commitment to establish “a new small business conciliation service to mediate in disputes, especially over late payment”. 68 It had a transparent diagnosis of the problem, with references to the surveys and research about the disadvantages small businesses face. DCMS’ proposal for Age Verification for Pornographic Material Online was clear about elements of the policy yet to be decided on, for instance a civil versus criminal enforcement regime (the government’s preferred option), and acknowledged uncertainties in the evidence base, which is a marker of transparency.

---

65 Ibid p21
66 Ibid p17
67 Ibid p51
68 Ibid p22


**Budget announcements**

Some of the policies reviewed had been announced by the Treasury at a budget or spending review, and then ‘handed down’ to other departments for further development. We found that proposals that originated in the Budget or Autumn Statement were particularly non-transparent about the evidence base used. We are not the first to find this: the Social Security Advisory Committee’s chairman Paul Gray recently complained about the quality of welfare measures presented to his committee originating in the Budget: “secondary legislation [is] being presented to us without meaningful analysis of impact or interactions with other parts of the benefit system.”

For this assessment, when a budget announced a consultation, we sought out those documents to assess instead of just relying on the material produced at the time of the announcement; where the government had moved straight to action without any intervening stages, we looked at the budget or spending announcement.

The Youth Obligation was a manifesto commitment brought forward by the Summer Budget 2015.

---

### Employment support

1.157 The government is committed to achieving full employment: it has already set out its ambition for the UK to have the highest employment rate in the G7 and will introduce a statutory duty on the government to report progress against this ambition. Achieving full employment means backing business, reforming welfare and rewarding work. But it also means ensuring that all groups in society are given the support they need to find and keep a job.

1.158 To help young people move into and get on in work, the Budget will introduce a new Youth Obligation for 18 to 21 year olds on Universal Credit. From April 2017, young people will participate in an intensive regime of support from day 1 of their benefit claim, and after 6 months they will be expected to apply for an apprenticeship or traineeship, gain work-based skills, or go on a mandatory work placement to give them the skills they need to move into sustainable employment.

There was an outline of changes to spending on p74. This was the extent of the government’s proposal at this stage. Scorers found no reference to any kind of evidence about the problems that the Youth Obligation sought to tackle, such as how many young people are out of work, why the proposal was chosen and how it could be delivered.

DCMS’ consultation on Business Rates Relief for Local Newspapers, which originated from a manifesto commitment and Budget announcement, did not indicate what evidence had been used to conclude the current system is not working for local newspapers and gave little indication of how costs were assessed.

There appears to be a systemic problem associated with policies announced in Budgets, which needs to be addressed. One particular feature, which could explain this, is the way in which Budget proposals are developed — with the Treasury acting as the policy promoter who then hands a policy on to a department to implement. The fact that many Budget measures are developed in secret, and the Treasury does not play its normal role as policy challenger may explain (but not excuse) why there are so many transparency issues around Budget announcements.

One way to address this might be to ensure that all Budget announcements are followed by a further pre-implementation policy proposal. We noted that where consultations had followed spending announcements (whether from the Budget or indeed a spending review), transparency was better. Decc’s consultation on the Exemption from the Costs of the Renewables Obligation and Feed-in Tariff, which was announced in the 2015 Spending Review, was transparent. The Cap on Early Exit Charges for Members of Occupational Pension Schemes, announced by the Treasury but set out in detail by DWP clearly modelled costs and benefits, explained what was yet to be decided and acknowledged contradictory information about that.

---
NEXT STEPS

Through this 2016 assessment, we have established a process for collating policies, selecting a sample and conducting the review. We have also been able to identify more specifically the features of transparency about the use of evidence in policymaking. We hope that by discussing the plans with departments over the past six months and continuing to discuss the features and findings, it will be possible for them to address many of the issues and to self-monitor their standard of transparency in advance of next year’s ranked assessment.

In July 2017, we will assess just over a year of policy proposals, starting from the date the new administration was formed to the start of recess. The resulting ranked table of departmental scores will be presented under the four headings of the transparency framework: Diagnosis, Proposal, Implementation, and Testing and Evaluation. We expect that the presentation of this will be:

a. A ranked table of departments showing average scores for each of the four headings of the framework.

b. Department by department tables showing how each of the policies in their sample contributed to the average score.

c. A commentary on findings.

There are several assessment methods issues that we want to resolve. For this we will convene a methods review group to help us determine the final methodology. In the spirit of consultation and engagement that has informed this project, this will include analysts and policy professionals in our discussions. The issues we want to consider further are:

• A more efficient process for gathering policy proposals.
• How best to cover the breadth of departmental work.
• The required framework adaptation notes for scoring different kinds of documents.
• How best to represent the departmental scores through sums and averages.
• How to score values-based policies.
• Whether we should make any further revisions to the framework (see Appendix 2 and Appendix 3)

We are also keen to have feedback on the issues we have identified in this report.

Timetable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 2016</td>
<td>Methods review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2017</td>
<td>Discussion of 2016 findings with policy professionals and analysts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2017</td>
<td>Finalise list of all policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample selections notified to departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2017</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2017</td>
<td>Publication of ranked departmental transparency scores</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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APPENDIX 1: EVALUATING TRANSPARENCY OF EVIDENCE

Step 1: defining a policy

We defined this as a specific intervention, aiming for what is intuitive for the public and the usual way that policies are presented in announcements and for decision. For instance changes to the driving test to reduce accidents would be considered a single policy proposal; each new test question would not be.

A number of decisions early on further shaped which measures we looked at and what defined a policy. Administrative measures (such as changing the way departmental statistics are published) were largely excluded as not substantial enough to qualify as policies. Individual spending decisions and money committed to pre-existing programmes were also mostly excluded as deriving from policy announcements made outside our timeframe.

Step 2: finding policies

Our initial plan was to select those proposals which fit the departmental priorities, as set out in the single departmental plans. But as the Institute for Government found in its analyses of these, they mostly comprised of unspecific indications of the direction of action. The National Audit Office also identified that single departmental plans did not “provide the degree of Parliamentary accountability that was promised, nor represent good practice in transparency.” The first attempt at gathering a list of policies came from downloading the ‘announcements’ section of gov.uk — using August and November 2015 as a starting point. We found this to be an imperfect way of gathering policies, and opted for an additive approach, manually gathering all policies proposed by government between May 2015 and May 2016.

Gov.uk was the main platform for this process, but in practice it is not an effective system for the public to engage in policymaking. It is more suited to interaction with public services. There is no comprehensive list of the government’s policies for people to find. Gov.uk’s ‘policies’ section is a collection of press releases, policy papers, speeches, guidance and other documents under very broad headlines.

The homepages of individual departments were of little use, since they all use the gov.uk master list for the policies section of their pages. The closest to an example of good practice is the Treasury’s page, which has a link to the main documents where its policies are announced in the top-right corner of the page (see below). But even here the problems we have outlined remained:

---

75 https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hm-treasury
It was very difficult to find the government’s specific interventions in this format. We therefore had to source them from various public documents for the purposes of the additive list. Places where we could find policies or clues about their existence included:

- Consultations
- Government bills
- White papers
- Budget and spending review announcements
- Impact assessments
- Announcements on gov.uk and press releases
- Conservative Party Manifesto 2015
- Single departmental plans

There are some cases where it was difficult to identify the appropriate document to score. One case is the Ministry of Justice (MoJ)’s policy, Changes to the Definition of “Sampler” for DNA Testing in Private Family Law Cases. The original consultation was sent to accredited laboratories, since it was considered only relevant to them. It was not published online. The consultation response, which detailed the background to the policy, responses to the consultation, and next steps, was put in the public domain: on MoJ’s Consultation Hub. Whilst in most cases we looked at the original consultation document, here we had to look at the response. In this case, the propositions are clearly sourced and the government’s use of the evidence was mostly well explained.

**Step 3: scope**

We chose to look at 13 domestic departments: the Cabinet Office; Business, Innovation and Skills; Communities and Local Government; Education; Culture, Media and Sport; Environment, Food and Rural Affairs; Transport; Work and Pensions; Health; Energy and Climate Change; HM Treasury; Ministry of Justice; and the Home Office.

There were certain organisations and institutions that we excluded from our analysis:

- Due to the nature of their work, it was nearly impossible to get a selection of ‘policies’ as we had defined them for the Foreign Office and the Ministry of Defence (MoD). There were next to no applicable consultations and impact assessments associated with them, and the relevant policy documents (such as the National Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review) were too broad. The Department for International Development (DFID) was also considered, but excluded. In the absence of the Bilateral and Multilateral Aid reviews, which had not been published at the time we were creating the master list, we could not find anything that qualified as a DFID policy. Most of its activities were project-based. We note DFID has been using our draft framework since its publication in October 2015 to reflect on the information contained in its aid reviews.
- For this first stage we were looking at policies from Whitehall departments. We did not gather policies from the Welsh, Scottish or Northern Irish governments. We are keen to expand the use of the framework and the evidence transparency agenda in the future. We have presented it at several meetings and also at a meeting of the new Regulatory Scrutiny Board of the European Commission, which plans to adopt aspects of it.
- We removed policies implemented by executive agencies such as the Environment Agency. This was due to both time constraints and the fact these bodies are mostly implementing policies set by central departments.

76 The time frame we looked at came before the changes to the machinery of government (such as the merger of Decc and BIS into the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy) made in July 2016.
The stage we looked at was when a policy was first proposed by the government. The documents were the first substantive ones to outline the government’s proposals. The only cases when we looked at a first announcement (such as a budget announcement or press release) was when the government had moved straight from that to implementation. In some cases, a budget or spending review would commit a department to holding a consultation or review. For example, the 2015 Spending Review and Autumn Statement made this commitment regarding the New Homes Bonus:

The government will also consult on reforms to the New Homes Bonus, including means of sharpening the incentive to reward communities for additional homes and reducing the length of payments from 6 years to 4 years. This will include a preferred option for savings of at least £800 million, which can be used for social care. Details of both reforms will be set out as part of the local government finance settlement consultation, which will include consideration of proposals to introduce a floor to ensure that no authority loses out disproportionately.

In cases like this, we scored the consultation that was mentioned. We excluded calls for evidence from our assessment. We discovered a small number of policies following assessment that should have been excluded. These did not provide a proposal or preferred option from the government:

**Pre-policies**

There were a few cases where proposals looked like policies but were not. Their introductions may have presented a developed consideration of the issues or subject but their primary purpose was to marshal information in one place or find out what was going on. These were the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)’ Creating UK Research and Innovation, which announced that the government is committing to the results of a review; the Department for Education (DfE)’s Regional Adoption Agencies Programme; the Cabinet Office’s Anti-Corruption Innovation Hub; the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)’s Banning and Blacklisting Rogue Landlords; and the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)’ Broadband Universal Service Obligation.

**Carrying out (court) orders**

In July 2015 the MoJ issued an impact assessment and explanatory memorandum to Amend the Civil Legal Aid Merits Criteria. This change was to comply with a High Court ruling, to avoid a risk of being unlawful while the government appealed it. It was not a preferred solution to an identified problem. The policy scored well for transparency — it was very clear what the government was proposing to do and why. Future assessments will identify situations like this and test them simply for a clear explanation rather than against the full transparency framework.

---

Step 4: assessment

We ended up with a list of 593 interventions for the year to May 2016. There are measures we included which on reflection may not qualify as policies, and some which may overlap. But it still represents the vast majority of what the government introduced in our time frame and gives a strong indication of which departments produce the most policy. The number of policies for each department was influenced by the absence of major policy documents that had been announced, but were yet to come out. For instance, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)’s flagship 25-year plan for the environment and the Life Chances Strategy were yet to be published.

In May 2016, we held a workshop at the Institute for Government with 21 volunteers from a variety of policy backgrounds, from the civil service fast stream, to academia, to charities. The participants were split into groups and given a policy document. They applied the framework to the document and scored it. As a result of these discussions, we made two notable changes to the framework (the revised version can be found in Appendix 2):

- The Value for Money section was merged with Implementation and Proposal
- A question about further plans for consultation was added to account for the fact we are looking at early-stage documents

There was a lot of discussion about what should be done when a department says that there is no evidence.

We began the process intending to produce a full ranking of departments. The changes to the machinery of government in July 2016 complicated this task. We also wanted to take time to engage with departments further on some of the methodological questions raised on producing a full ranking. We therefore took the decision to produce this good and bad practice commentary this year, and a full ranking in September 2017.

From our list of policies, we selected eight discrete interventions per department based on the government’s own documents about its priorities and ranging, as far as possible, across their policy portfolios. This often meant policies that were manifesto commitments or were mentioned in the department’s Single Departmental Plan. For example, we selected policies for DfE ranging across the subject areas of schools, social work and the functions of the Government Equalities Office. We also took public interest into account (when deciding between a narrow administrative measure or one that would have more public significance) and sought to ensure a similar profile of policy documents for each.

Following feedback from departments on the range of policy areas and the documents we had selected, we narrowed our list down to six policies. In a number of cases, we changed the documents we looked at and amended the sample based on our correspondence. We benefited from engagement with every department involved in this exercise to some degree.

We spent some time clarifying that our focus is on evidence transparency as opposed to the quality of evidence or the merits of the policy.

A group of scorers used the modified framework to score and comment on this sample. During the scoring process we recognised that some sections of the framework, particularly Testing and Evaluation, may not be relevant for very early-stage documents. For this reason, we gave scorers the option of awarding these sections a “Not Applicable” rating and subsequently are developing the questions about use of consultation material and transparency about next steps.

The insights and scores that we collected from this process, subject to review, formed the basis of this report and the compendium of good practice.
## Diagnosis

This concerns why something is proposed, ie what the issue is that will be addressed.

The document should explain:
- what policymakers know about the issue, its causes, effects, and scale
- how policymakers have assessed the strengths and weaknesses of that evidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Worked Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not sufficiently for level 1.</td>
<td>Evidence is mentioned, with some explanation of how it has been used.</td>
<td>As in level 1 and the supporting evidence is mostly linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is discussion of how it has been used.</td>
<td>Supporting evidence is consistently linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is assessment of uncertainties and contradictions in the evidence base.</td>
<td>The government has assessed the extent of problem drinking in the UK: the economic and human cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Proposal

What is the government’s chosen intervention?

The document should explain:
- why the government has chosen this intervention
- what evidence, if any, that choice is based on
- how policymakers have assessed the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence base, including what has been tried before and whether that worked or not
- whether there are other options and why they have not been chosen
- what the government plans to do about any part of the intervention that has not yet been decided upon.
- what the costs and benefits are estimated to be and the assumptions behind those calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Worked Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not sufficiently for level 1.</td>
<td>Evidence is mentioned, with some explanation of how it has been used.</td>
<td>As in level 1 and the supporting evidence is mostly linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is discussion of how it has been used.</td>
<td>Supporting evidence is consistently linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is assessment of uncertainties and contradictions in the evidence base.</td>
<td>The government has chosen to implement minimum unit pricing for alcohol, instead of, for example, increasing alcohol taxes or starting a new educational campaign.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Implementation

How will the chosen intervention be introduced and run?

The document should explain:

- why this method for delivering the intervention has been chosen
- what evidence, if any, that decision is based on
- whether there are other methods and if so the reasons for not choosing them
- if the way to deliver the intervention is still being decided, what the method is for deciding
- what the costs and benefits are estimated to be and the assumptions behind those calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Worked Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not sufficiently for level 1.</td>
<td>Evidence is mentioned, with some explanation of how it has been used.</td>
<td>As in level 1 and the supporting evidence is mostly linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is discussion of how it has been used.</td>
<td>Supporting evidence is consistently linked to the relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and findable, and there is assessment of uncertainties and contradictions in the evidence base.</td>
<td>The government has decided to implement minimum unit pricing through a voluntary agreement with major retailers rather than through legislation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Testing and Evaluation

How will we know if the policy has worked?

The document should explain:

- any testing that has been or will be done
- plans to measure the impact of the policy and the outcomes that will be measured
- plans to evaluate the effects of the policy, including a timetable
- plans for using further inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Worked Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not sufficiently for level 1.</td>
<td>Some indication of success measures but no plans for testing/evaluation (or explanation of why inappropriate).</td>
<td>More comprehensive success measures (or process for developing them outlined). Also provides details about use of testing and plans for evaluation or explains why testing or evaluation would not be appropriate.</td>
<td>As in level 2 but explains the reasons for the use of testing and plans for evaluation. It is also clear what will happen to the results of testing and evaluation, including timing and plans for publication.</td>
<td>The government sets out how it plans to measure the results of the policy. The government sets out plans for piloting, initial evaluation of those results and timetable for publication and then describes decision process around roll-out if the evaluation is satisfactory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Diagnosis

This concerns why something is proposed, i.e., what the issue is that will be addressed. The document should explain:

- what policymakers know about the issue, its causes, effects, and scale
- how policymakers have assessed the strengths and weaknesses of that evidence

### Worked Example

The government has assessed the extent of problem drinking in the UK: the economic and human cost.

## Proposal

What is the government’s chosen intervention? The document should explain:

- why the government has chosen this intervention
- what evidence, if any, that choice is based on
- how policymakers have assessed the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence base, including what has been tried before and whether that worked or not
- whether there are other options and why they have not been chosen
- what the government plans to do about any part of the intervention that has not yet been decided upon

### Worked Example

The government has chosen to implement minimum unit pricing for alcohol, instead of, for example, increasing alcohol taxes or starting a new educational campaign.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not clearly enough for level 1</td>
<td>Evidence is mentioned, with some explanation of how it has been used.</td>
<td>As in level 1 but the evidence base is also assessed and uncertainties and contradictory information are acknowledged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal</td>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not clearly enough for level 1</td>
<td>Evidence is mentioned, with some explanation of how it has been used.</td>
<td>As in level 1 but the evidence base is also assessed and uncertainties and contradictory information are acknowledged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Implementation

How will the chosen intervention be rolled out?
The document should explain:
- why this method for delivering the intervention has been chosen
- what evidence, if any, that decision is based on
- whether there are other methods and if so the reasons for not choosing them
- if the way to deliver the intervention is still being

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Worked Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not clearly enough for level 1</td>
<td>Evidence is mentioned, with some explanation of how it has been used.</td>
<td>As in level 1 but the evidence is linked to relevant parts of the policy, properly cited and you could find the source.</td>
<td>As in level 2 but the evidence base is also assessed and uncertainties and contradictory information are acknowledged.</td>
<td>The government has decided to implement minimum unit pricing through a voluntary agreement with major retailers rather than through legislation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Value for money

This considers the costs and benefits of the policy to show why the government thinks it is worth doing. The document should explain:
- what the costs and benefits are estimated to be
- the assumptions behind those calculations
- what evidence is being used to make those assumptions
- the uncertainties about the costs and benefits and how likely the figures are to change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Worked Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</td>
<td>Not clearly enough for level 1</td>
<td>The assumptions (the basis) for conclusions about risks and benefits are described.</td>
<td>As in level 1 but supporting evidence is also properly cited and you could find the source.</td>
<td>As in level 2 but it is also clear how the uncertainties in these assumptions have been considered.</td>
<td>The assessment shows the potential of the proposal to reduce problem drinking, but also the impacts on business (eg supermarkets, pubs), the public sector (eg police, NHS), and to the public of raising prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Worked Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing and evaluation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How we will know if the policy has worked?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The government sets out how it plans to measure the results of the policy. The government sets out plans for piloting, initial evaluation of those results and timetable for publication and then describes decision process around roll-out if the evaluation is satisfactory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The document should explain:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• plans to measure the impact of the policy and the outcomes that will be measured</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• plans to test the policy first, or reasons why not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• plans to evaluate the effects of the policy including a timetable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>So, can you see what evidence has been used and the role it has played?</strong></td>
<td>Not clearly enough for level 1</td>
<td>Some indication of success measures but no plans for testing/evaluation (or explanation of why inappropriate)</td>
<td>More comprehensive success measures (or process for developing them outlined). Also provides details about use of testing and plans for evaluation or explains why testing or evaluation would not be appropriate.</td>
<td>As in level 2 but explains the reasons for the use of testing and plans for evaluation. It is also clear what will happen to the results of testing and evaluation, including timing and plans for publication.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPENDIX 3: THE ORIGINAL FRAMEWORK**
Cabinet Office

Anti-Corruption Innovation Hub.

Anti-Lobbying Clause in Government Grant Agreements.

English Language Requirements for Public Sector Workers.

Establishing Common Measures of Socio-Economic Background.

Introduction of New Powers for Bodies to Disclose Identified Data for the Purpose of Improving Public Service Delivery.

New Powers for Bodies to Disclose Identified Data for the Purpose of Taking Action in Connection with Debt Owed to a Specified Public Authority.
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills

Apprenticeships Levy.

Ballot Thresholds [for strike action] in Important Public Services.

Creating UK Research and Innovation.

Moving the Operations of the Land Registry into the Private Sector.

National Living Wage.

Small Business Commissioner.

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)

Banning and Blacklisting Rogue Landlords.

Broadening the Definition of Affordable Housing.

Promoting Supply of Starter Homes.

Reforms to the New Homes Bonus.

Right to Buy for Housing Association Tenants.
Updating the Local Government Transparency Code.  
Strengthening Local Government Transparency:  

**Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)**

Age Verification for Pornographic Material Online. 

Broadband Universal Service Obligation.  

Cultural Protection Fund.  

Requiring Direct Marketing Callers to Provide Calling Line Identification.  

Sports Governance Code.  

**Unitary Board for the BBC.**  

**DCMS and DCLG**

Business Rates Relief for Local Newspapers. 

**Department for Education**

English Baccalaureate. 

Full Academisation of the School System. 

Gender Pay Gap. (Government Equalities Office)  

National Teaching Service.

New Social Work Regulator.

Regional Adoption Agencies Programme.

Schools National Funding Formula.
Schools and high needs funding reform: The case for change and consultation summary (March 2016), https://consult.education.gov.uk/funding-policy-unit/schools-national-funding-formula/supporting_documents/Summary%20and%20case%20for%20change.pdf;

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Banning the Burning of Waste Oil as a Fuel in Heaters.

Changes to Plastic and Glass Packaging Recycling Business Targets.

Clean Air Zones, Draft Air Quality Plans.
Consultation on draft plans to improve air quality: Tackling nitrogen dioxide in our towns and cities (September 2015), https://consult.defra.gov.uk/airquality/draft-aq-plans/supporting_documents/Consultation%20document%20%20draft%20plans%20to%20improve%20air%20quality%20September%202015%20final%20version%20folder.pdf;

Single Animal Establishment Licence.

Statutory Post-Movement Testing of Cattle for TB.

Strengthened Measures against Epitrix.

Department for Transport

Changes to the Driving Test: ‘Cashback’.


Changes to the Fixed Penalty Notice and Penalty Points for the Use of a Hand-Held Phone Whilst Driving.

Making Tactile Paving Surfaces Easier to Use as a Navigational Tool and Warning System.

New Bus Franchising Powers for Local Authorities.

New Partnership for Rail Passenger Services in the South East.

Reducing Disruption on Local ‘A’ Roads.
Department for Work and Pensions

Banning Member-Borne Commission in Workplace Pensions.


Cap on Early Exit Charges for Members of Occupational Pension Schemes.


Limiting the Child Element of Universal Credit and Tax Credits.


Reducing the Benefit Cap.


Youth Obligation.


Department of Energy and Climate Change

Changes to Financial Support for Solar PV [photovoltaic].


Contracts for Difference for Carbon Capture and Storage.

Exemption from the Costs of the Renewables Obligation and Feed-in Tariff.

Providing Ofgem with Powers to Implement Switching and Settlement Reforms.

Reforms to the Warm Home Discount Scheme.

Revising Feed-in Tariffs.

Department of Health

7-day NHS.

Death Certification Reforms.

Extending Charges for NHS Services for Overseas Visitors and Migrants.
attachment_data/file/482648/Impact_Assessment.pdf (both last accessed 11th November 2016).

**Infected Blood: Reform of Support.**


**New Alcohol Guidelines.**


**NHS Bursary Reforms.**


**HM Treasury**

**Abolishing the Carbon Reduction Commitment.**


**Help to Save.**


**New Delivery Model for Public Financial Guidance.**


**Reforms to the Taxation of Non-Domicles.**


**Soft Drinks Industry Levy.**


Home Office

Ban on Psychoactive Substances.


Introducing a Stalking Protection Order.


New Criminal Offence of Driving While an Illegal Migrant.


Reforming the Independent Police Complaints Commission.


Single Legislative Provision to Provide for Equipment Interference.


Strengthening the Role of the Disclosure and Barring Service.


Ministry of Justice

Amend the Civil Legal Aid Merits Criteria.


Cap on the Fees that Regulated Claims Management Companies can Charge Consumers.


the costs for consumers.


Changes to the Definition of "Sampler" for DNA Testing in Private Family Law (Children) Cases.


Introducing a Panel for Publicly Funded Criminal Advocacy.


Merger of Local Justice Areas in Greater Manchester.


Rationalising the Court and Tribunal Estate.


APPENDIX 5: TESTABLE CLAIMS.
WHEN IS EVIDENCE EXPECTED

Policymaking is about finding ways to influence and organise society, so it is based on a combination of politics, values and pragmatism. Some claims about why a policy is being introduced cannot be tested with evidence and some can.

But while we can all agree that there are many factors in a decision, it’s useful to distinguish where we would expect supporting evidence, and where we wouldn’t. We have a right to know when policymakers are simply asserting beliefs and when they are making claims about fact. There is a world of difference between expressing political values and making promises that could one day be proved right or wrong. For example ...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim 1</th>
<th>Claim 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Hosting the Olympics will be an exciting and prestigious thing for our city to do.”</td>
<td>“Hosting the Olympics will encourage more people to take up sport and get more exercise, and there will be a net financial benefit from increased tourism and investment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Marriage is the bedrock of our society and we should support and recognise that commitment through a married couples’ tax allowance.”</td>
<td>“A married couple’s allowance will increase the number of children growing up in married households and reduce anti-social behaviour.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Supporting children from all backgrounds is a priority for this government, so we need a national network of early years centres to show that commitment.”</td>
<td>“If we provide early years centres we will measurably improve the education of children who have access to them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We don’t believe that what people do in their personal lives is our business. So we support decriminalisation of small amounts of cannabis for personal use.”</td>
<td>“Cannabis has substantial health benefits and we should decriminalise it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It is not fair that some rich people don’t play by the same rules as everyone else. ‘Non-doms’ should be taxed.”</td>
<td>“Non-doms’ should be taxed because it will bring more money to the Exchequer, even if some of them leave as a result.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“This government is committed to devolving power to the regions because everyone has a right to local democracy.”</td>
<td>“This government is committed to devolving power to the regions because it will stimulate economic regeneration.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples were put together with help from Dr David Robert Grimes.
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